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In quantum mechanics, a (generally mixed) state is characterized by a density matrix p 
- i.e., a positive operator with trace (Tr) 1 - in some Hilbert space 7i, the special structure 
of H depends on the system under consideration (e.g. one-particle systems, many-particle-
systems with Bose-Einstein or Fermi-Dirac statistics, spin systems). Its entropy is given by von 
Neumann's formula 

S(j>) = -k Tr plnp = - f c ^ p . l n p ; . (1) 
Pi are the eigenvalues of the (compact) operator p; we understand 0 • In 0 = 0. From now on we 
chooa? units such that Boltzmann's constant k — 1. 

Although at first sight the expression in formula (1) may look just the same as Shannon's, 
it turns out that there are considerable differences Before coming to them, let me give the 
information-theoretical interpretation of the von Neumann entropy: 

Let <fi be the normalized eigenvectors corresponding to the ;>,. They are pair-wise orthogonal 
since p, as a positive operator, is hermitian. Taking into account the possibility that some pi 
are = 0 we can assume that the tfi are an orthonormal basis for 7i. The projection onto ipi -
Wi){fi\ - is a pure state, i.e. cannot be further decomposed. p t is the probability of finding the 
system in this pure state. If one performs N measurements, we will find - at least for large N 
- the syste n p\ • N times in the state |yi)(vi|, - p? • N times the state IV2XV1I a n ( * s o on. 
Notice that the density matrix does not presuppose anything about the order of the p*. Thus 
in N measurements there are jV!/(piJV)!(p>.JV)!... possibilities to "realize" p. For N -+ co, by 
virtue of Stirling's formula, l/N times the logarithm of the above number converges to S(p). 
(This is virtually the same argument as that of Shannon, the difference comes in if one wants 
to compare density matrices that do not commute.) 

Let me now list some simple properties of quantum-mechanical entropy: 

(i) S(p) > 0, possibly + oo (which is in fact the most frequent case in some sense, we will 
come to this point later on). Whereas this is true for both the von Neumann and the 
Shannon entropy (simply because 0 < pi < 1, thus -pi In p, > 0), it is not true for the 
Boltzmann and the Gibbs entropy, they need not even be defined). S(p) - 0 if and only 
if p i£ pure since -pi In pi > 0 for 0 < p; < 1, hence p, is either 0 or 1, but because of 
Tr p == 53 Pi - 1 exactly one pi can be = 1. 

(ii) One can easily verify that the range of S(p) is [0,oo]. 

(iii) If U is unitary, S(U*pU) = S(p) since the eigenvalues remain unchanged under unitary 
transformations. 

(iv) Expansibility: let Hi := % © W2, p\ := p © 0, then trivially S{p\) = S{p) (the second 
Hilbert space does not provide any information). 

It is very important to note that in infinite dimensions entropy is not continuous w.r.t. the 
trace norm topolcgy, but only lower semicontinuous (see later on). 

Another simple property is additivity. Let H\, p\ or "Hi, p 2 , respectively two systems, then 
the information about the composed system "Hi ® H2, P\®Pi equals the sum of the information 
about its constituents. (This is not a specific quantum-mechanical feature.) This means S(p\ ® 
P2) - S(pt) + 5(p 2). Namely, let pi,p2,..., or 41,92,..., resp,, be the eigenvalues of pi, or 
P2, resp. Then the eigenvalues of pi ® p 2 are p ^ , thus 5(pi ® P2) = - £<* Mfr ln(j>«9*) = 
- X>; In pi - £ qu In qk (because £ pi = £ qk = 1) = 5(pi) + S{p7). 

The following properties are also not specific quantum mechanical but their proof demands 
more sophisticated techniques. 



Concavity: Let p be a convex combination of two density matrices px and p 2 , i.e. p = \p\ -j-
(1 - X)p2 (0 < A < 1), then 

S(p)>ASta) + (l-A)S(p2). (2) 
Why is this considered to be an important property? Entropy is a measure of the lack of 

information, or of our ignorance of a system. If two states (ensembles) are fitted together in 
an incoherent way (Jescribed in mathematical terms in the above manner), information is lost 
(one cannot reconstruct p\ or p- from p), therefore entropy must increase. 

To make the mathematical proof more transparent, we prove a more general theorem: let 
/ be a concave function. First we note for every unit vector <p that f(tp, Atp) (A hermitian, for 
simplicity with purely discrete spectrum a\,a2,..., the corresponding normalized eigenvectors 
being Vi,ifa, • • -^ > {<P, f(A)<p). This implies 

M<P,AV)) - f(£\(<p,iH)\3*i) > £l(v,rt)la/(<*) = fafWv). 

Now 

Tr /(/>) = Zfdvi.m)) > TM{<Pi,P\<Pi) + (i - Win,***)] > 
(3) 

> UHViJiPitei) + (1 - % • , » ) ] = A Tr /(/»,) + (1 - A) Tr /(ft). 

(Remark: quantities of the type Tr /(/>), / being concave, are sometimes called quasi-entropies. 
In some respects they share properties with entropy but not in all, for instance additivity only 
holds for f(p) — const. • p\i\p. Cf. also the theorem of Aczel, Forte, and Ng, to be discussed 
later.) 

There is also an upper bound for p as dejined in (2): 

S(p) < XS(/n) + (1 - X)S{p2) - AlnA - (1 - A)ln(l - A). 

(This means that the loss of information cannot exceed -AlnA - (1 - A)ln(l - A).) 
Actually this is a subadditivity inequality. Extending the definition of 5 to all positive 

compact operators (simply by S(A) := - Tr A In A), it reads S(<T\ + a2) < S(a\) + 5(<r2), where 
<j\ = Api, a2 = (1 - \)p2. (Note that S(o\) - A5(pi) - Aln A etc.) The function s(x) := -x ln x 
is subadditive, s(x + y) < s(x) + s(y), as every concave function (defined on [0, r], r being finite 
or infinite), vanishing at the origin. 

The key for the proof is the following lemma: let A - Yl Qi\1Pi)(1l'i\ t n e decomposition into 
eigenprojections such thai. c«i > a 2 > Suppose that there is another decomposition of 
A into one-dimensional projections (not necessarily being pair-wise orthogonal) A = £/?;/*,. 
Then QJ > ß1,a1 + a2 > ß\ + ß2, ..., a t + a 2 + . . . + a„ > A + A + . . . +j9«, . . . .This is a 
consequence of Ky Fan's theorem: Let Q be a projection onto a subspace of dimension < n. Then 
Tr QA < a, + a 2 + . . . + <*„. Now insert for Q Px V P 2 V.. .V P n , then Tr QA - ßx + ß2 + -. .+ßn-

Now a classical theorem of analysis states - provided that the total sum of the a's equals 
to that of the /3's - that for a concave / £ / K ) < £ / ( & ) • L e t °\ = £ 7 ; 1 ) ^ i ( 1 ) and a2 = 
Yi"l\2)Pi2) he the decompositions into eigenprojections, Then a = E T ! 1 ' / ^ + *L*tf*ff\ 
hence Tr / ( * , + a2) < £ lil\X)) + £ !{l?]) = Tr f(<rt) + Tr /(<r2); in particular, Sfa + a2) < 
S(oi) + S(a2). 

Before coming to the notion of subadditivity, we should make a first acquaintance with 
quantum-mechanical relative entropy. This is the quantum-mechanical version of Renyi's in
formation gain. However, whereas Renyi's information gain has a 'ear information-theoretical 
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interpretation, for the quantum-mechanical relative entropy the interpretation is not so clear. 
Nevertheless, this concept becomes more and more important. 

The relative entropy refers to two density ma'rices, p and <r, and is defined by S(tr\p) := 
Tr p(lnp - ln<7). (Some authors prefer the notation S(p\o).) 

The first non-trivial thing we want to discuss is that S(a\p) > 0. This is the consequence of an 
inequality attributed to 0 . Klein. It generalizes a well-known fact concerning concave functions: 
"they always stay below the tangent". For (hermitian) operators A, B and a concave function / 
is Tr [f(B) - f(A)] < Tr[(5 - A)f'(A)]. Inserting /(*) = -x Inas, we obtain Tr A(ln A- InB) > 
Tr(A - B) and Tr p(lnp - lntr) > Tr(p - <r) = 0. 

As an application let us consider the maximum entropy principle (which in the classical 
case is known as Jaynes' principle and may be traced back as far as to Boltzmann - equal 
a priori probability. Philosophers would say that in a sense these are versions of Laplace's 
principle of insufficient reason). The Gibbs state ap : +Z~ie~^H, Z — Tr e~ßH = partition 
function. Choose ß in such a manner that Tr OßR (expectation value of the Hamiltoni&n) is 
some prescribed energy E. Now if p is some density matrix such that Tr pH < E, then 

Tr p In o0 = -0 Tr pH - In Tr t~m 

Tr oß In o0 = -ß Tr a0H - In Tr e'ßM. 

By assumption, -Tr aßlnoß > -Tr plnoß. 
The positivity of the relative entropy yields S(p) = -Tr plnp < -Tr p\n<?ß, the last terra 

is < -Tr Oßlnoß = S(ffß). (In the classical case one could arrive at the same result by using 
Lagra-ngian multipliers, too.) This means that, if we do not have any more knowledge of the 
system than that the expectation value of the Hamiltonian does not exceed E, then the state 
with least information is the Gibbs state. Thus this state is the most probable one. 

Now let us turn to subadditivity. We consider, as in the case of additivity, a composed 
system with Hilbert space H = H\ <8> tyj and a density matrix p in H, which, however, now need 
not factorize. It gives rise to reduced density matrices (partial traces, conditional expectations) 
pi in Hi and pi in Ü2- One can introduce them as follows: let T 6 B{H) be of the form Tj ® 1, 
then Tr pT = Tr piTi. Similarly pi is introduced. This means that pi {pi) contains all the 
information about the first (second) system that cs.n be deduced from p. 

Subadditivity means that S(p) < S(pi)+ S{p2) (= S(pi ® p2))-

Proof: S(px®pi\p) - Trp[ln/J-ln(pi®p 2)] = Tr />(lnp-lnpi ® 1 - l®\npj) = Tr plnp-
TT pi In pi - Tr pi\npi > 0. Thus decomposing the system causes a loss of informatioü (which 
is to be expected because one cannot reconstruct p from pi and pi). 

(Remark: subadditivity is a stronger property than concavity.) 
There are severe differences to the classical case. ?or instance it can happen (and is actually 

the usual case) that p is pure, i.e. S(p) = 0, but p\ and pi are not (in that rase S{p\) = S(pi)). 
Generally, the entropy of a subsystem can be larger than the entropy of the total system. 
(This may lead to speculations about the famous heat death of the universe.) Thus entropy 
is not monotonic (S(p\) £ S(p)), whereas it is in the classical discrete case. (However, in the 
classical continuous case it is not monotonic, too.) I do not have a good explanation for this 
phenomenon. - The best thing one can show is that S(pi) < S(p) + S(pj) (and the same for 
1 and 2 interchanged). Sketch of the proof: (i) p pure => p\ and pi have the same positive 
spectrum (which is quite easy to show: let w, fa be orthonormal bases for H\ or Hi, resp. Let 
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u; be the vector £ i f c Cikfi ® V7*» C be the infinite matrix with entries c,*. Calculate |w)(w| and 
reduce. The eigenvalues of px equal those of CC", they of pi equal those of C*C. The positive 
spectra of C C and C'C coincide, (ii) Let p = J3ft|v«)(wi- "Double" the space. p\ is the partial 
trace of the pure state |x)(xl> X : = T, y/Piif* ® Vi) € H ® W. Collecting all together, we arrive 
at the "triangle inequality" |S(pO - S(p2)l < S(p) < S(pi) + Sfft). 

Subadditivity and additivity (plus unitary invariance) characterize entropy: Theorem of 
Aczel, Forte, and Ng (quantum-mechanical version): the only functional that meet these re
quirements are linear combinations of entropy and the Hartley entropy So 

Let me say a few words about the Hartley entropy. So(p) is the logarithm of the number of 
eigenvalues of p that are ^ 0. (Of course, So(p) > S(p)). It is basic for the notion of topological 
entropy. In contradistinction, however, it is not even insensitive, by which is meant a very mild 
form of continuity: S(p) is a continuous function of finitely many eigenvalues pj, provided that 
the rest of them is kept fixed. 

The proof of the Aczel-Forte-Ng theorem is rather involved. It consists of a series of steps, 
none of them is difficult (except for the last, number-theoretical one), but they are arranged in a 
very tricky manner. There is an interesting interplay between recursive and inductive arguments. 
I can present a very short outline only. 

Let 4>{p) be a function meeting the forementioned conditions. It is sufficient to consider the 
finite-dimensional case only. The "information function" In(pi, • • -»Pn) = <KP) depends on the 
eigenvalues p, cl p only and is symmetric. Consider another space and define Im(q\,.. .,qm) in a 
similar manner. By additivity, Inm(piqy,.. -,Pkqj,- ..,Pn9m) ~ In(Pi,---,Pn) + Im(qu..-,qm)-
Exploiting subadditivity and after some work one arrives at the relation /„(Pi>- ••>?»») = 
aS(pi , . . . , p„) + An (a = some constant, independent of n). An is a number-theoretic function: 
Anm — An + Am. By symmetry, additivity, and subadditivity, one finds liminf( 4. n +i - An) > 0. 
Katai's theorem (which actually is not that hard to prove) now tells us that An = b Inn. A 
simple application of insensitivity (which is guaranteed by continuity, proven in the foregoing 
steps) yields An -- number of p's that are ^ 0, so that we arrive at our desired result. 

Let us turn to continuity properties of entropy. We have already mentioned that (in infinite 
dimensions) entropy is lower semi-continuous only: if (for density matrices) Tr |p„ -p\ -* 0, then 
S(p) < liminf S(pn). This means cum grano sails that the limiting p contains more information 
than the approximating p„, which is not so surprising. Once more, the proof relies on Ky Fan's 
inequality. pn - (pn - p) + p, so that for the eigenvalues Pi(pn), Pi(p), arranged in decreasing 
order, pi(p„) + . . . + pn{pn) < Tr \pn - p\ + pt(p) + ... + pk(p). Similarly, pi{p) + . . . i p*(p) < 
Tr |p„ - p\ + pi(p„) + . • • + Pk(pn), that is \(jh(p) - Pi(pn)) + . • • + (Pk{p) - Pk{pn)\ — 0 as 
n -* oo, consequently, Pk(Pn) -* Pk(p) for all k. For finite sums, 

k k 
- &.(*>) Inp,(p) = lim[- ^Tpi(pn) InPi{pn% 

Passing to the limit n-»oo, 
k k 

S{p) = sup£(-pi(p)lnpi(p)) < liminf sup $3(-pi(p n ) In pi(p n)). 
* i = l k i = l 

Lower semi-continuity may be regarded as something "academic" but it has very strange con
sequences that deserve closer inspection. 

First we observe that, given p, in every neighbourhood {<r : Tr \p - a\ < e, t > 0, but 
otherwise arbitrary} there exists a density matrix with infinite entropy. Let pi,p2,. . . be the 
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eigenvalues of p, and choose simply a density matrix p' with the same eigenvectors and eigen
values pi,Pj,---, where pj = p, for » < I and, for instance, pj is proportional to ( t ( ln t ) 2 ) - 1 

for i > I and £ is chosen large enough. Notice that for an observable (hermitian operator) A 
Tr \p - p'\ < e implies for the expectation values |Tr pA - Tr p1 A\ < ||.A||E, so even if p and pi 
are hardly distinguishable by experiment, their entopies can be totally different. 

The situation is even worse: entropy is infinite almost everywhere, namely, the set of density 
matrices with finite entropy is of first category only. (Still we understand that the dimension 
of the Hubert space is infinite.) This is the case because, due to lower semi-continuity, the sets 
{p : S(p) < n, n integer} are closed, in view of the above statement they are nowhere dense, 
hence their union is of first category and {p : S(p) = 00} is of second category, because, as a 
complete metric space, the set of all density matrices is of second category. 

Thus one might question whether entropy is a sensible concept at all. One way out of this 
enigma is (at least in physics) the following: let 77 be a reasonable Hamiltonian such that the 
partition function Tr e~^H exists, <Tß be the Gibbs state. We know already that, if Tr (TpH = 
(or <) E,E finite, and Tr pH < E, then S(p) < S(a0), so it is finite. 

On the other hand, given p and t > 0, but arbitrarily small, there exists always a p' with 
finite entropy such that Tr \p- p'\ < e. (Simply take finite-rank approximations.) So, anyway, 
entropy turns out to be a very sensitive concept. 

Besides entropy, there exist very many other measures of information, which are useful to a 
certain extent. (Needless to say that there are concepts that are of uo use at all.) Let me single 
out a few of them. 

We have already met the quasi-entropies Sf(p) := Tr f(p), f concave, /(0) = 0, /'(0) > 0 
(usually = 00). With entropy they have the following features in common: (i) they are unitary 
invariant, (ii) concave, (iii) subadditive, (iv) A -»• Sj(\p\ + (1 - A)/^) is continuous on [0,1], 
(v) if Sf(p) < 00, then A -+ S/(Ap) is continuous on [0,1], (vi) if /'(0) = 00, then in every 
neighbourhood of a given p there exists a density matrix p' with Sj(p') — 00, the range of Sj(p') 
in {pf : Tr \p - p'\ < e) is (0,00], where a < Sj(p), (vii) 5 / is lower semi-continuous in trace 
norm. 

There are several models (linear or non-linear) of a time evolution p -» pt, for which Sj(pt) 
is increasing in time. 

a-entropies (Renyi-entropies) Sa(p) := (1 - a ) - 1 In Tr pa. They are additive, but not subad
ditive except for o = 0 or = 1. So is the Hartley entropy, S\ the usual entropy, SM(p) = - In ||pj|. 
For fixed p, a -* Sa(p) it. decreasing, continuous in [l,oo]. It may happen that even if 5i(/>) is 
finite, Sa(p) suddenly jumps to infinity as a becomes < 1. 

For a > 1, Sa(p) is neither concave nor even subadditive. 
In the last years, a-entropies became more and more interesting. 

Daroczy entropies: / _ 1 ( T r pf(~ lnp)), / being an increasing convex or concave function. 

Measures of non-commutativity. Obviously there cannot exist a classical analog, since 
they measure how "skew", i.e. non-commutative, two operators «ire relative to each other. 

The Wigner-Yanase entropy S(p,K) := \ Tr [p1^2, K]2 (p being a density matrix, K 
a fixed observable) is concave in p but definitely not unitarily invariant. Dyson's general
ization is Sp(p,h) :•- \Ti{[pp,K]\px-p,K)) (0 < p < 1), the degenerate case p -• 0 
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is I Tr ([p,K]\inp,X]). The question arises whether Sp is concave in p too. This was an 
open question for a long time. The conjecture is commonly attributed to Dyson but appar
ently has not been formulated by himsolf. Due to Tr (AB.. .C) = Tr (CAB...), Sv(p,K) = 
-Tr pK2 + Tr pi~pKppK. Noting that the first term is linear, one has to show that the second 
one is concave (Lieb). Besides the first proof, there are now four more proofs; in my opinion the 
most elegant one is due to Ando and I will give a brief outline. 

(i) Reduce the problem to showing that Ap ® Al~p (or more generally Ap ® Aq, 0 < p,q, 
p + q < 1) is concave in A. 

(ii) Consider JK&H. For A, B there are maximal operator X such that 

(r.) 
is positive. X is called the "geometric mean" A # B. 

(iii) If ^(J4) , 4>(A) are concave in A, theR so is <p(A) # i>(A). In particular, A •- Ap (0 < p < I) 
is concave. 

(iv) A -* Ap ® A" (0 < p, q, p + q < 1) is concave. (Let Ü the set of all p, q, such that Ap ® A« 
is concave. Because of (iii), with (puQi), (pi,qi) £ 0 , also (\(pi + pi), \(q\ +f t ) ) 6 fl. 
(0,0), (1,0), (0,1)6 fi => assertion.) 

Why I have spent so much time to this concavity property (called "Lieb concvity") is that 
it is the key to the proof of a very important property of quantum-mechanicai entropy: strong 
subadditivity. In the classical case this is fairly trivial but in the quantum case it is not. 

It refers to three Hubert spaces 7i\, Hi, W3. Let p be a density matrix in H\ ® Hi ® H3, for 
the sake of clearness we will write p 1 2 3 instead of p. p\i shall denote the reduced density matrix 
w.r.t. Hz, p\ the reduced density matrix w.r.t. Hi ® H3, and so on. Strong subadditivity states 
that S(pu3) + S(pi) < S(pn) + S(p23). 

The starting point is the observation that as a consequence of Lieb concavity the relative 
entropy is jointly convex in p aud a. Before we have shown (retranslating Ando's result) that 
A -+ Tr ApKAiK (K Hilbert-Schmidt) is concave in A. But replacing 

A b ' ( i B)' Kb» ( * * ) • 

one sees that Tr ATKBqK is jointly concave in A and B. Let us assume, for simplicity, that the 
Hilbert space is finite-dimensional. (The technical details in passing to the infinite-dimensional 
case are not so important. Then Tr APBX~P is jointly concave in A and B, 

~ Tr ApBx~p 

dp 
= Tr B(lnA-\tiB), 

p=0 

thus S(a\p) - Tr p(lnp - lna) is jointly convex in p and a. (Reverse sign than above). Hence 
the "conditional entropy" S(pu) - 5(pj) is concave in pn, because 

S(pn) - S(pi) = -S(pn\pi ® —) + In d2 

a2 
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(^2 = dimension of Hi). 
Thus we arrive at the inequality S\ + S2 < S13 + S23 (with the abbreviations S\ = 5(pi), 

5 « = S(pi3) etc.), which looks somewhat like monotonicity, but actually is something different. 
Consider A := (S13 - S\) + (523 - £2). Since ^23 -• P13 is linear, S13 - Si is concave in ^23. 
Similarly, S23 - 52 is concave in P123. For pure states, 5i3 = 52, 523 = 5i (a fact, that we have 
mentioned already, thus A = 0. For mixed states, due to concavity, A > 0. 

Now choose a fourth space, H\. Given P123, there exists a pure 1̂234 such that P123 is the 
reduction of P1234 with respect to ft4. So, 5i23 + 52 - Sn — S23 = S4 + S2 — 5 J 2 - 5 n < 0, 
which proves strong subadditivity. 

Let me just mention two applications of strong subadditvity, for translationally invariant 
systems: (i) it guarantees the existence of a mean entropy, (ii) for linear systems, entropy is 
monotonic in the length. 

I now want to come back to quantum-mechanical aspects of information theory: the order 
structure of states. Suppose that two density matrices are unitarily equivalent, pf = U*pU. 
Then they hav» the same amount of information (whatever is meant by this), since the spectra 
coincide. What can be said about the spectrum of a convex combination of them? Denote 
by en(p) the sum of the n biggest eigenvalues of p. This is a concave function of />: let p = 
Xpi + (1 - A)/>2. en{p) = max'fr Pp, where P is an n-dimensional projection. 

Tr Pp= A Tr P ^ l - A ) Tr P02 < Xen(p1) + (l-X)en(o2) => en(p) < Ae n(p 1)+(1-A)e n(p 2). 

Now let a = YlWtPUi (finite sum, A/ > 0, £A< = 1), then en(a) < £A*e„(p) _ e^py Qne 
says that a is more mixed (or more chaotic) than p and writes a >• p. This notion is also kept 
even if we do not know whether a has the above structure. We come back to this problem in a 
minute. 

It is a very strong property since not only the entropy of a is larger than the one of p, but 
also - according to a theorem already quoted - Tr /(<r) > Tr f(p) for all concave functions / . 
The interpretation of this could be that passing from p to <r, a >- p, information is lost in the 
worst possible way. (One knows examples of tirre evolution p -* pt, where pti y pt if t' > t, 
even non-linear ones. Also for the Gibbs state one has <T̂ , >- a^ if ß\<ß%- heating a system 
produces an »normous loss of information.) 

We now come back to the question just posed. Let us say that p' ~ p if en(p') = e n(p) for 
all n, i.e. if the positive spectra coincide. (The kernels need not have the same dimension.) The 
following assertions are equivalent: 

(i) a y p, 

(ii) a is in the weak closure of the convex hull of {// : pi ~ p}, 

(iii) a is in the weak closure of the convex hull of {U'pU : U unitary}. 

We are not going to prove this neither do we want to discuss the finer details but will rather turn 
to something entirely different on a conceptional level (although there is an intimate connection 
with "usual" entropy). 

Whereas entropy is a function of a state, the quantities we will be concerned with now are 
functions of the dynamics. At this juncture we can present a short outline only. 

In the classical case, the best known quantity is the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy. It refers 
to a phase space (= probability space) ft with measure /j and a one-parameter group of au
tomorphisms (i.e. measure preserving transformations). For simplicity, one usually considers 
discrete groups, so they are generated by a single transformation T. 



The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropv is constructed as follows: take a finite partition (ft;) of ft 
(which means that ft; D ft^ = 0 if ii ̂  k, jjft, - ft). The entropy of such a partition (we call it 
u) is 

S(«):=-2>(fc)ln/*(fl.-). 

Now consider two partitions ui = (ft[ ), u»2 = (ftj ). They generate a partition wj V u^ 
consisting of all intersections ftj ' n ft"'. Let, for the moment, p; := /i(ft)1'), qk := (i{flk ) , 
rik := ^(ftj1* n ft^2)). Then S(ut V w2) = - £ r i ) t l n r , f c ,

 n e n c e ty (classical) subadditivity 
S(u\ VW2) < 5(wj) + 5(w2). (Clearly, by assumption, S(Tu) = S(u).) Subadditivity guarantees 
(by a classical theorem) the existence of 

Um -(S(u V Tu V . . . V Tn~lu)) 
n 

(the argument of S being defined in an obvious way) 

= inf -{S(u V Tu V . . . V T n _ 1 u;)) =: «(w, T). 
n 

Consider the (classical) conditional entropy of two partitions 

S(m,u>y):= ~Y^9k ( ~ ) l n ( " f M ~ - ] C r i * l n r i * + ! C 9 * m 9 * = S( w i Vw 2 ) -5 (w 2 ) . 

(The term "conditional" stems from probability theory; — = -^—J—,0. * is called a 
Ik A«(ft<2>) 

"conditional expectation".) The difference A n := S(wV,. .V T^u/) - 5(w V . . . V T n _ 1 a ; ) = 
S ^ w , « V . . . V Tn'lu). By strong subadditivity, S(o,ß) > S(a,ß V 7) for any partitions 
a, ß, 7, hence the limit of A„ exists and, since S(u V . . . V T n _ 1u>) = S(u) + Ai + . . . + A„_i, 

lim -(S(u> V . . . V T" - 1 *) ) = lim S(Tnu,u V . . . V T" ' 1 «) = lim A„ = s(u, T). 
n 

(Actually this construction is more suited for generalizations.) The Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy 
is then s(T) = sup s(u>, T), the supremum being taken over all partitions. 

It has various properties that have been studied extensively, for instance (i) it is an invariant 
of the dynamical system, even a conjugacy invariant, which means: two transformations Ti and 
T2 are conjugate, if there exists a measure-algebra isomorphism 0 such that ^oT 3 " ' = Tj _ I o<j>, 
(ii) if a partition a exists, which is a "generator" in the following sense: the <r-algebra generated 
by the sets TmA (m = 0 ,±l ,±2, . . n - A e a) is just ft, then s(T) = s(a,T). Needless to say 
that there are many more interesting properties. 

Two ways of looking at it are: (i) one can interpret it as a mean entropy, or (ii) one can 
think of it as a measure of the speed (or strength) of mixing, i.e. how fast the system becomes 
"chaotic" (keep in mind, that this word has different meanings). 

As far as quantum mechanics is concerned, one might be tempted to proceed in analogous 
manner, replacing the ft; by pairwise orthogonal projections Pi with £ P j = 1» the measure /j 
by a density matrix p and define the entropv as S(u) := - 53 Tr (pPj) In Tr (pPi) (w being the 
partition (Pi)). But this does not work. Let T be an automorphism, i.e. a unitary mapping, 
<p -* Uip, of the Hubert space, or likewise Pi -* U*PiU =: TPi. Unfortunately, uVTu does not 
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make very much sense because the algebra generated by {Pi,TPk} can be tremendously large 
(even in very simple cases = B{H))-

There were several attempts to construct a sensible quantum analog of the Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy but the success was rather poor. The problem was brought to a solution quite 
recently only. 

The first usable result was obtained by Connes and Stürmer when they studied the conjugacy 
problem for the hyperfinite Ili-factor. Later on, the final answer was given by Connes, Narnhofer, 
and Thirring. 

The first step to do is to "translate" the classical theory into an algebraic formalism. This 
amounts simply to replace the measure algebra by a commutative von Neumann algebra. (In 
that case, the foremention«»d difficulties do not occur.) 

In order to pass to the non-commutative case, it is wise to consider - instead of the entropy 
just mentioned before - a functional H{A\ V... V.4 n), where the .4's are finite-dimensional von 
Neumann algebras containing 1 (we denote the set of all these algebras by T), in addition H 
should be symmetric in its arguments. The following requirements are more or less self-evident: 

(i) A, C Bitr=>H(AuA2,...,An) < H(BuBj,...,Bn), 

(ii) H(Ai,...,Ak,Ak+i,• -.,An) < H(Ai,...,Ak) + H{Ak+1,...,An), 

(iii) Ai,..., Ak CA G T => H(AU.. .,Ak, A + i , • • -, A ) < H(A,Ak+u • • •, A»), 

(iv) for minimal projection (Pi) (should they exist) with Y.P* ~ 1 >s H(A) = Yls(T{Pi)) ( T 

being a faithful normal trace), 

(Conditions (i) and (it) refer to monotonlcity, or subadditivity, resp.) 
Now, following Connes and Stornier, one defines the entropy of a set {A\.,.. .,An} C T by 

H(Au...,An)^™V^s(T(TIn)-YJYLT°WM{<))\ 
l € S " In * = l «* 

(/„ = multi-index, Sn - {x = ( i / n ) , xjn — 0 for all but finitely many indices, E = conditional 
expectation). The conditional entropy w.r.t. to A, or B, G T is 

H(A\B) := sup £ [ T o s(EB(Xi)) - T o s(EA{xi))]. 
ie/ 

Once one has accomplished all necessary proofs, the Connes-St0rmer entropy is defined in the 
obvious way: h(A,T) := lim ±H(A,TA,.. .^V^A), and finally h(T) : - sup^ € j r h(A,T) . It is 
- among other things - a conjugacy invariant: two automorphisms T,, T2 of a von Neumann 
algebra are called "conjugate", if there exists a *-automorphism a such that T2 = o~x oT\oa. 
(Remark: in the hyperfinite case there is a \ riety of further results.) 

The ultima ratio has been found out by Connes, Narnhofer, *nd Thirring. Let A be a C*-
algebra, u> be a state, -yk be completely positive maps Ak -* A {Ak finite-dimensional). In order 
to find a quantum-mechanical analog of the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy one should not too much 
deviate from the classical situation. Now an Abelian model consists of a mapping P: A -* B 
(with subalgebras Bk and a state /i such that fi 0 P = u, the original state). B is supposed to 
be finite-dimensional and Abelian. Q* shall be the (existing) minimal projections in Bk, the 
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conditional expectations will be denoted be Ek (B -» /?*, f*\Bk °Ek — /*)» *he completely positive 
mappings pt: Ak —• Bk are defined by p* := £* o P o 7*. Then the entropy of 71,...,7« is 

n n 

J U T i , • • •, 7n) := sup [5(/i,B) - £ 5(/ i | 8 t ) + £ H/*|B*(G*J5(w»* ° P*U ° ?*)]: 

the supremum being taken over all Abelian models. (In the case of an Abelian von Neumann 
algebra one is led to the usual situation.) Remark: Complete positivity is convenient, but after 
all not really needed. Schwartz positivity would do the same. 

The Connes-Narnhofer-Tbin ing entropy is now defined as follows: let T be a ^-automorphism 
of a C*-algebra, a; be an invariant state (u = uoT),further let V be the family of all completely 
positive mappings of finite-dimensional C"-algebras in A. 

(i) K{T,f) := l i m n _ 0 0 ^ ( 7 , T o 7 , . . . , T n ~ 1 07). (It is easy to see that this limit exists -
due to subadditivity.) 

(ii) hw(T) := sup^€p h^(T, 7). (Again this is a conjugacy invariant, which follows immediately 
from the construction.) 

Of course, in the majority of cases the dynamical entropy alone cannot decide whether two 
transformations are isomorphic (or conjugate), only different values of the entropy are simply 
saying that this cannot be the case. 

Acknowledgement. I wish to thank T. Hudetz for valuable support. 
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